
RICH AND UNCONTROLLED

The larger part of  the Netherlands 
consist of  it: the North Sea. For many of  
us an unknown terrain. A huge surface; 
almost uncontrollable  A place where 
you loose human scale immediately 
when you enter it. But it ’s a mess. 
Energy is being produced, shipping is a 
large phoneme and fish is being caught. 
A proper analysis showed the richness of  
the Sea. The conclusion of  this resulted 
in a hypothesis: creating new coastal 
tourism among the Dutch coast with the 
North Sea richness as its feeder.

PRECIOUS AMMO

The project focuses on one specific 
location among the coast: Callantsoog 
and it’s frontline. Callantsoog is located 
in a military zone. This means military 
activities like bomb dropping, dumping 
and flying practices take place in front of  
the coast.  The ammo is dropped in the 
sea. This ammo consists of  shells made 
out of  brass, a very valuable metal easy 
to recycle. 

The project proposes a refinery  that  
decommissions and refines all dumped 
ammunition in the area. A machine that 
converts this military waste in to useable 
semi-finished products. Old brass ammo 
shells are collected and refined in the 
refinery. The refining process forms the 
base for further development: it creates 
new experiences, wellness functions, 
participation possibilities and landscape 
qualities that tourism will benefit.

GENIUS LOCI

The project reintroduces the Ooghe as 
location for the refinery. It connects to 
the collective memory of  the place. You 
cannot see it, but Callantsoog is a historic 
place: it’s hidden in the North Sea. In 
the late Middle ages it was a vulnerable 
mudflat at a distance of  two kilometre - 
in sea - from the current village. Before 
that? There was only water. It was an 
island created by nature. In the old Dutch 
language it was called Ooghe. A swampy 
area occupied in the 14th and 15th century 
by the rich, merchants and fisherman. 
The mudflat was a precious good: it 
was a strategic-beam, full of  potential 
merchandise and moreover a stronghold 
of  nobility. One thing the The Ooghe, 
did not offer: protection against the 
elements. The exact number is unknown, 
but the island is washed away four times - 
at least. Again and again it was shifted to 
the east. Rebuilt and washed away again. 
It was a landscape and urban walk that 
stopped in the 17th century. The refinery 
will maintain the new ‘Ooghe’ as island.

CONCEPT 

The spatial concept derives from the 
ammo. The shell is normally used as 
carrier for the real ammo. The section 
reveals this mould lay-out.  

The ‘jig vs. counter-jig’ is used as 
spatial approach to forge the touristic 
and refinery program in one piece. The 
template  consist of  the refinery offering 
protection to the touristic program. 
The narrative form languages that are 
intertwined connect to their origin. The 
industrial function is presented by a heavy 
steel volume while the touristic program 
refers to the former language of  the old 
Ooghe.

PATINA

The building ages gets older... The brass cladding – that 

highlights the touristic activities  - will age due to weather and 

time. Colouring of  uncoated brass starts at gold. As time passes 

the building gets a patina that shifts from gold, to orange, green, 

blue and dark purple in the end.

MAPPED

[left] The new Ooghe is 
‘remapped’. The new structure 
has to integrate in our naval 
system. Therefore the maritime 
has to be redrawn. All sea related 
issues like buoys, safety zones 
and piping are introduced on the 
spot. 

[right] The exact location is 
based on the morphology. The 
footprint of  the old Eye went for 
‘a walk’ and is located 6,1 km 
from Callantsoog. The projects 
locates itself  on this spot. 

REFINING GRADUATION

ABSTRACT

Ooghe 52 degrees is a respond to the Dutch coastal development. The projects formulates a way to cooperate 
and design in a collective space: the Dutch horizon in this case. The new intervention is - in stead of  land 
- sea based; the North Sea forms the foundation. In future perspective we have to think more often from this 
direction. The Netherlands is bigger then we think. We have to think larger: no borders. But what has the 
North Sea to offer? Which potential qualities in these mass can be used to create new coastal tourism and 
propel coastal villages? That is the question - hypothesis better said. This thesis reintroduces the Ooghe. 
A mudflat. A refinery landscape design located near Callantsoog (Noord Holland).  An intervention that 
uses the military function on sea to employ new touristic qualities. Old brass ammo shells are collected and 
refined in the refinery. The refining process forms the base for further development: it creates new experiences, 
wellness functions, participation possibilities and landscape qualities. Over time the Ooghe will grow and 
expand in functionality and gets even more interesting. 

3 DISTILLATIONS

Yes, I’m finally finished. After a full year of  graduation I can look back to the project, the process and myself. How did it develop 
and why did it develop like this? What were the key moment in this year?  Let me say this: the whole graduation was a journey, 
a discovery. A trip where I’ve seen a lot of  good and bad ideas, a trip where I’ve seen ideas disappear to produce even better 
ones. It was also a year of  expanding the network. I’ve met local authorities, architects and water professionals. But it was also 
a process of  discovering myself. What kind of  architect am I? The core of  my thesis exist of  a refinement. Refining consist of  a 
process that purifies the substance that is put into the machine. With the help of  chemical filters distillates are being produced. I 
like to refine my graduation in the same way. I use this essay to extract the key moments - distillates - of  the graduation proces.   

DISTILLATE 1: OUR SEA
I will get to the point here. How do you graduate? Is there a proper method? No. But at least that was the question. Graduation 
is a possibility to extinguish yourself  from others. To launch yourself  in the professional practice that is called architecture. 
Preferably with a project that inspires. […] The last test; testing yourself  right? Don’t play it safe, dare and experiment was 
my motto. You shouldn’t know where such a journey will end. We started the graduation year in a small team of  three. The 
geography had only one imposed criterion: it should be in Holland. From the first day I wanted to accelerate. I wanted to test the 
borders of  this atelier. Can you test the graduation studio too? Can we do a project outside of  Holland? No. Maybe the Dutch 
Border? Or maybe the drielandenpunt? Holland is a larger then we initially thought. We chose the North sea as our terrain. 
Eventually we touched down into a unknown territory, a terrain - very - vague. Something we didn’t expect. 

Intermezzo I 
It was a discovery. We realized it. The larger part of  the Netherlands consist of  it: the North Sea. For many of  us an unknown terrain. A huge surface; 
almost uncontrollable  A place where you loose human scale immediately when you enter it. But it ’s a mess. Energy is being produced, shipping is a 
large phoneme and fish is being caught. A proper analysis showed the richness of  the Sea. The conclusion was a hypothesis: creating new coastal tourism 
among the Dutch coast with the North Sea richness as feeder. }

RESIDU 1
When I refine this graduation start I see an ambitious student that formulated criteria to itself; unconsciousness in that time. 
I wanted to experiment: getting myself  to the limit, test my design skills. Can I come up with something that is never done 
before? I wanted to test myself  continuously with new perspectives and creativeness. Choices that will lead you in a direction 
you could never image before. Inspiring is an essential in architecture - at least, that’s what I think. To me it is a synonym for 
communicate. When I present a design, I have to commit myself. Translate the design to a story that the client understands. 
But the communication skill is not enough. Therefore the presentation should contain qualities that can surprise, stun or inspire 
the client. Only then the presentation is successful. Inspire is the key word. To innovate was another criteria. It connects to the 
inspiration essential I just described. Wouldn’t it be nice to design a plan to aware people; resulting in new thoughts in their 
heads. Innovating by come up with new architectural typologies, resulting into a unique place. I wanted to create a thesis that is 
not finished after a year, but that can inspire others to go one with it. 

DISTILLATE 2: EXPLOSIVE MATERIAL
Can we expand and enrich coastal tourism with new architectural programs? That was the goal. Now it was time to come  up 
with clever ideas. New hybrids that integrate all conclusions into one design. This process of  brainstorming, synthesizing and 
integrating - was the foundation of  this thesis. A dune graveyard? No. Shipwrecks? No. Ammunition? Yes, that’s it! It was in a 
conversation with my mentor. It was my first appointment with him, so I presented him the results of  the North Sea analysis and 
which elements I wanted to use in my project. I proposed my personal hypothesis. I wanted to focus on the village Callantsoog 
in Noord-Holland. Right at the moment an anonymous composition of  buildings. It doesn’t breath. It looks like the place has 
no lungs. I should add a new pair. But what is the approach? History, socially, spatially? It is the only place among the coast with 
bordering military activities on sea. This military parameter triggered me. Brutal activities - like bomb dropping, dumping ammo 
shells - take place in a vulnerable area: the North Sea. Can I design something good with this? Ammunition. Yes that’s it!

Intermezzo II 
My personal hypothesis is located in sea at the height of  Callantoog. It focuses on the  employment of  new coastal tourism by reusing military waste, 
dumped in the North Sea. […] It proposes a refinery that decommissions and refines all dumped ammunition in the area. Old brass ammo shells 
are collected and refined in the refinery. The refining process forms the base for further development: it creates new experiences, wellness functions, 
participation possibilities and landscape qualities that tourism will benefit.

RESIDU 2
By keeping yourself  questioned and challenged results in less standard – known - products. I’m interested in how architecture 
can renew and innovate itself. The subject doesn’t matter: a house, the front garden, the neighborhood. We are acquainted with 
them. But what are the typologies of  the future. The oasis, the monument… maybe paradise? It is fascinating to philosophize and 
test your ideas with others. I like extremes. Starting with an extreme concept is a way to end up with new types of  architecture. 
[…that’s what I discovered this year.] By combining extreme programs - a refinery and tourism in this case - a contrast exists. 
Contrasts deliver confrontations that can conclude in 1+1=3. Sometimes these hybrids won’t work, but other compositions 
can enrich each-other. I’m interested in this last group. As a designer I like to work with these contrasting themes: short versus 
long, abstract versus readable, utopia versus reality. All of  them architectural elements I use. Let’s take the refinery. It’s not a 
traditional machine. It consists of  a design that melts ammunition: it refines. But at the same time it refines the place: the genius 
loci. Hidden qualities like the history of  the Ooghe are being reactivated. The machine offers a place with raw spaces, sounds, 
temperatures and a comfortable touristic agglomeration at the same time. The audience is confronted the with the past and 
present. The refinery reuse these resulting in new explosive material. 

DISTILLATE 3: NARRATIVE
Intermezzo III
[Callantsoog is a historic place. You cannot see it. It’s hidden in the North sea. In the late Middle ages it was a vulnerable mudflat at a distance of  
two kilometre - in sea - from the current village. Before that? There was only water. It was an island created by nature. In the old Dutch language it 
was called Ooghe. A swampy area occupied in the 14th and 15th century by the rich, merchants and fisherman. The mudflat was a precious good: 
it was a strategic-beam, full of  potential merchandise and moreover a stronghold of  nobility. On thing the Ooghe, did not offer: protection against the 
elements. The exact number is unknown, but the island is washed away four times - at least. Again and again it was shifted to the east. Rebuilt and 
washed away again. It was a landscape and urban walk that stopped in the 17th century.]

I consider Callantsoog as an archaeological site. Nowadays there are no spatial references to it’s past. With such historic timetable, 
it has the potential to be excavated and to be exhibited as valuable rune. Genius loci is the key in this. What is het the power, the 
identity of  the village? I discovered the Ooghe. A landscape quality that is lost. Lost in two ways: physically and mentally. I want 
to merge the current village with a new Ooghe. An sustainable island that maintains itself. I refine not only ammo, I refine the 
genius loci. The refinery decommissions the history and present and shows it to the audience, by reintroducing the Ooghe as new 
mudflat in front of  the coast. It becomes a place of  mining, mining of  ammo, dredge, energy, history and landscape. The refinery 
preserves the island and offers an diverse program of  experience, participation and awareness. 

RESIDU 3
Architecture on one place cannot work on the other. I consider architecture as specific, not as a grey mass, with only a functional 
program. I see less value in this kind of  anonymous architecture. What I mean with that? Architecture should act locally. A 
design is located - somewhere - and is therefore not generic, but specific. As designer you have the possibility to enrich the 
place - context - with a new architectural design. It can contribute to the public space or can function as a catalyst - or in this it 
reactivates hidden treasures. Therefore the design should fathom the spot it is located. An architect that only design with program 
and functionality lacks the profession as well as the design. Innovation, history, social parameters: our profession is a large pool 
full a great occasions. Do something with it! I like to explain my architecture as a plea for reuse: reuse of  the genius loci, reuse of  
lost qualities and reuse of  cultures. For me, these are essential. When they are not integrated, a design feels empty. Architecture 
is  about so much more then aesthetics. I see it as a collective carrier for experiences, participation and awareness. Architecture 
should be experienced. In short, architecture should contain a story, and that story should be visible. Narrative architecture is an 
important notion I got aquatinted with. Architecture without a story cannot be called architecture. 

ERGO  CONCLUSION
It was a fascinating journey. The North Sea, the ammo, the Ooghe. It all concludes in Ooghe, 52 degrees. It was also a journey 
of  discovering yourself. Where is architecture about? I cannot answer this. What is important to you in architecture? This 
one I can try. For me architecture should include ambition and motives to create something beautiful and precious. Keywords 
like innovation, inspiration and narrative are essentials to me. Contrast should be a more implemented theme in architecture 
nowadays. To me merging contrasting functions in one architectural design can result in new typologies that expose unknown 
qualities: new spaces, interactions, experiences, participations... Architecture should experiment more with this contrasting 
theme. Ergo conclusion: the refinery is a contrasting object. Heavy machinery and fragile tourism merged in one hybrid. This 
proposal answers  the question for atmosphere and tourism near Callantsoog, but it also treats the pollution of  the North Sea. 
The project formulates a way to cooperate and design in a collective space: the Dutch horizon in this case. The brutal activities 
of  the refinery and tactile program of  the tourist are synthesized in a new intervention that triggers the audience on land. 

“REFINING IS THE INDUSTRIAL PROCESS OF A CHEMICAL 
SUBSTANCE ACCOMPLISHED BY DISTILLATION AND 
FRACTIONATION.

CHEMICAL SUBSTANCE= GRADUATION
DISTILLATE= ARCHITECTURE

OOGHE 

FUTURE

PERSPECTIVE

The refinery and its landscape will expand 
over time. This expansion will create a 
diverse offer of  landscapes. The refinery 
bay still remains. On the west dunes, 
beaches, mudflats and shallow water will 
exist. Together with the morphological 
conditions - like tide, current, wind - the 
island introduces new spots. Therefore 
it creates new possibilities to facilitate 
tourism, nature and the main land. The 
refinery supplies the island of  energy, 
steam, water sludge and slags. These are 
used in the other areas to supply new 
touristic functions.

The refinery experience 

leads you through all refinery 

steps. This route is designed 

as a route architectural, 

which introduces a wide 

range of  architectural 

spaces. In each refinery 

step the design reconsiders 

the light, openness, heights, 

routing, human scale and 

interaction.

IMPORT

A future piece of  history is written. The village of  Callantsoog gets a new experience: 

a journey. A visible journey that starts on the main land. Zijpe area will benefit the 

refinery. The brass is exported to the main land. Here the brass is used for local arts 

and crafts, professionals, musicians and so on... The molten ammo is reused in common 

products of  today. 

OBSERVATION
The journey starts in Callantsoog. 
On the horizon you see a fata 
morgana-like silhouette of  the 
island. What is it? On the dunes 
a large model is provided that 
explains what you see. The model 
shows the structure and functions 
of  the new Ooghe that is located 
6,1 km from this place.

THE JOURNEY
From the beach you travel by boat 
to the new Ooghe. On the vessel 
you slowly enter the mudflat. On 2 
km the first brass buoys will occur. 
These mark the piles that are 
rammed in the ocean floor. When 
daylight is dimmed, all the light 
will twinkle at the horizon. The 
chimney becomes a lighthouse.

ORIENTATION

The landscape is more less generic, it has no direction. Only the horizon differentiates. Though 

the lay-out of  the building has a direction. The program of  the design is oriented, which results 

into multiple architectural spaces that can be found around the design. The linear process is 

sequential organized. The first and last step of  the process are stretched and turned ninety 

degrees to create a bay area: it embraces the audience. the west side consists of  a raw atmosphere. 

The real mudflat experience can be found over here.




